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EVIDENCES FOR A YOUNG EARTH
(Genesis 1:1 - 2:4)

I. Evidence from _________________ Civilization 

A. Oldest _______________ records are ____________ to ____________ years old

B. Scattered civilizations emerged ________________ and ____________________

1. Similarity of _________________ and _______________ memories

2. Similarity of ______________________ and ________________ elements

3. _____________________ too recent

4. No newly “_____________________” animals since about ____________

C. ______________________ statistics 

1. At _______% of present growth rate, population would be produced by a 

______________________ in about ___________ years

2. A ______________________ year age for humanity would produce a 

population of ten to the ____________th power

3. If growth so slow at to produce present population in a million years, 

over __________________________ people would have died by 

now, producing enormous ______________ and _________________ 

evidence

II. Evidence from the ____________________

A. Slowest rate of ___________ release gives maximum age of ___________ years

B. Fastest rate gives maximum age at less than __________ to ___________ years
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III. Evidence from the _________________

A. Surface _______________ could have been produced at present rates of venting 

in a maximum of _______________________ years

B. Chemical content from _______________ rates of deposit gives ages ranging 

from _______________ years (sodium) to only _______ years 

(aluminum) 

C. At present rate of erosion, all _____________________ would have eroded to 

_________________________ in ________________ years

D. If sea floor was originally _________________, current rate of sediment deposits

put greatest age of earth at ___________________ years

IV. Evidence from ___________________

A. Transfer of material from earth’s ________________, would have produced 

earth’s ________________ in less than ______________________ years

B. Earth’s magnetic field is _________________ with a half-life of _________ years

C. ___________________ contain significant levels of Carbon-14

D. Maximum age for ______________________________ is ______________ years

VII. Evidence from ____________________

A. ________________ should not continue to exist in an old universe 

B. Interplanetary ____________ should no longer be observable in an old universe

C. Galaxies ____________ too ___________

D. Too __________ supernova _________________ can be found

IX. Evidence of _________________________________________

A. Demonstrated that the universe is ____________________ at a measurable rate
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B. Concluded that universe was __________________________________________

between ______________ and _____________ years ago
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